
 

 

 
 

Dear Valued Customer, 
 
We would like to take a minute and introduce you to Eternal Sun Canada and our new 
website at www.eternalpole.com. 
 
As a leading steel structure/ pole manufacturer, Eternal Sun Steel Mast (Shanghai) Co., 
Ltd. (ES) offers the most complete and comprehensive group of quality standards in 
the industry.  With global offices strategically located in Asia, Europe and North 
America, ES is in a unique position to provide outstanding services throughout the 
world. 
 
Recently, on Jan 1, 2020 ES created a Canadian company called ESI Industries Co., Ltd. 
(ESI), the company’s objective is to service the North American market place for many 
years to come. It currently has multiple employees in their offices at 19951 80a ave. 
Langley BC. We feel now we have a corporate presence in North America we will be 
able to eliminate the middle man and be more competitive on many more bidding 
opportunities. 
 
ESI’s experienced engineering team provides innovative solutions to a wide variety of 
customer requests. Our engineers are registered to practice in nearly all Canadian 
provinces. 
 
Meeting the needs of you, our customer, is our top priority. No matter how large or 
small your order, whether it’s a standard or specially designed, our focus is to provide 
a quality product, to deliver that product on time and per your project requirement, 
and ultimately, to be your reliable pole partner. 
 
Our poles are built to last for generations and we are dedicated to the quality, and 
durability of every design. All of our poles are created by gifted designers and 
engineers and the result is unique structures that are both aesthetically pleasing and 
structurally sound. 
 
Through our global support system, ES provides a highly technical and helpful sales 
force.  In addition, ES engineering and product development expertise continues to set 
the standards the industry uses as its benchmark. 
 
The variety of products which could be produced as an offspring of these core product 
lines is infinite.  ES and ESI coffers the best solutions for your steel structural products. 
Chances are that if you can imagine a pole structure, ESI can design and build it for you. 
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
 
Rob Silzer 
Sr. VP Sales and Marketing 
ESI Industries Canada 
604-807-7755 


